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My Top Travel Tips
Some of my most popular blog posts to help you

plan your next epic adventure!



Thanks for downloading my Tip & Advice E-Book! Having been on the road
since 2009 it's fair to say I've had my fair share of ups and downs on my
adventures, so I know what you're dealing with!

Hopefully this e-book will help kickstart your own adventures, answer some
important pre trip questions and calm your nerves - basically learn from my
mistakes!

What's Covered?
I've compiled some of my most useful blog posts from the site into the handy
guide for easy reference on your laptop, smartphone or tablet to cover the
main topics you'll probably be freaking out about!

How to meet people when travelling solo
Common first time traveller mistakes
How to budget for travelling
How to manage your money abroad
What to pack

And of course there's some extra bonus info too including camera kit I use,
my favourite hostels and more!

Enjoy!

Chris from Backpacker Banter

Facebook - /backpackerbanter

Instagram - @backpackerbanter

YouTube - /backpackerbanterblog

Stoked To E-Meet You!

http://www.facebook.com/backpackerbanter
http://www.instagram.com/backpackerbanter
http://www.youtube.com/backpackerbanterblog


Feeling
Nervous?

Going travelling for the first time
can be pretty scary and I'm sure

you heave heaps of questions and
worries on your mind - try not to
freak out though, help is at hand!



Travelling solofor the first time can be a scary thing and one of the questions
I always get asked by people off backpacking alone is “how do I meet people
whilst travelling”

Now this is something I take for granted these days - I’ve been on the road
for over 5 years so it’s not something that really comes into my mind set
when heading to a new place.

But I totally get your concerns - the world is a big place, you’re leaving behind
the safety of your home, family and friends and even if you don't feel nervous
now the chances are you’re probably going to be sh*t scared in the airport or
on the plane when it all sinks in!

So how do you meet people when travelling solo? How do you find those life
long travel buddies and partners in crime?

I’ve made some incredible friends on the road so here’s a few handy tips to
help you turn your solo adventure into one filled with awesome places and
faces!

Find Some Travel Buddies Before You
Leave!
It might sound totally against the whole travelling solo thing but you can
easily locate some travel buddies before you even step foot in a new country!
Sites like GapYear.com have some amazing community boards where you
can network with travellers heading out to countries on your to do list at the
same time.

A lot of these groups also hold meet ups where you can mingle and create
some new travel plans.

How Do You Meet People
When Travelling Solo?

http://gapyear.com


In fact that’s exactly what I did when I headed to Australia for the first time in
2009. I joined a thread, headed to a meet up with about 40 other people and
made some epic new buddies. In fact I changed my Aussie plans and joined 7
of them on an epic campervan adventure from Perth to Darwin before
meeting up with a huge crew of them in Sydney for new year!

It’s All About The Hostels
One of the simplest ways to meet other people when travelling is to stay in
hostels and dorm rooms - that way you’re immediately thrown into the mix
with a bunch of random people!

Okay so you’re not going to get on with everyone, but at least you have some
room mates you can pre drink with and ask for some help from.Don’t Be
Afraid To Chat To People!

And this leads me to the next and VERY important point - chat to people! It
might seem stupid but if you’re not engaging with people you’re not going to
meet anyone. It’s pretty simple!

At the end of the day everyone is travelling so you have some common
ground to open up the conversation with - where are you heading tonight?
Where have you travelled? What are you plans” - simple questions that can
break the ice and help you meet some new buddies!

Once you’ve got your travel confidence up don't forget to help out your
fellow travellers too - if someone new books into your room open up the
conversation and help settle them in, good travel karma all round!

Backpacker Bars
Bars and backpackers go hand in hand and they’re also a great place to meet
people. No I don't mean someone to hook up with (although lets face it
they’re good for that too!) but they’re good hubs for finding some new faces
to chat to. Get stuck in, play some drinking games and see where it leads!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/australia


Intro Tours & Day Trips
If you’re really nervous about heading somewhere new then booking
yourself into a day trip or intro tour is a sure way to mix with some other
travellers - many of which are probably doing it for the same reason too!

Trips like ThaIntro or BalIntro are great options - short enough not to smash
your budget or stop you being flexible with where you go but long enough to
make some firm buddies and create some post trip plans!

My buddy Cat booked onto the ThaIntro trip when she headed to Thailand
and South East Asia for the first time and once the trip finished she headed all
the way down through Malaysia and Singapore with some of her tour group,
success!

You can also go all out and book a full blown group tour but I’m guessing if
you’re worried about travelling solo that’s not really your style anyway! If
you're super nervous you could always book a group tour instead though!

Hop On, Hop Off Bus Passes
They’re not quite tours but hop on, hop off bus passes are a great way of
retaining flexibility in your travels whilst still easily meeting people. And if you
don't like anyone on your bus you can simply jump on the next one and meet
a whole load of new people!

As long as there’s a pass that fits in with your route this is a great way to go -
check out some of the most popular options;

Greyhound - Australia (ok it’s a coach service but there are heaps of
backpackers on it!)
Loka - Australia
Stray New Zealand - New Zealand
Stray Asia - Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/thaintro-thailand-package/
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/balintro-bali-gili-t-package/
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/thailand
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/greyhound-pass-sydney-cairns/
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/loka-travel-mick-pass/
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/stray-new-zealand-everywhere-pass/


Kiwi Experience - New Zealand
Awesome Adventures Fiji - Fiji

Apps
Oh the joys of technology! Yup there are now heaps of apps where you can
network with travellers, swop travel plans and get lots of helpful tips.

Check out the likes of TripWire, Travello, BackTracker, Backpackr, Tripr (let me
know if you find any other good ones!)

Not So Solo Travel!
Basically what I’m trying to get across here is that there are loads of ways to
meet people when travelling solo. It’s not too difficult at all!

Ok sure if you’re heading to the middle of Mongolia it might be a bit more
challenging - but for a lot of the countries popular with first time travellers
(Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand etc) it’s pretty easy. You just
have to be a bit pro active about it!

The bottom line is that the chances of you staying solo for long are pretty slim
- so try not to worry about it and concentrate on enjoying your time on the
road and all the awesome experiences you’re planning on ticking off your
bucket list!

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/kiwi-experience-super-saver-deal/
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/fiji-island-hopping-pass-bula-combo/
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/thailand
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/bali
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/australia
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/new-zealand


Ok as a dude I know there's a lot of things I cant really address when it
comes to female travel - so I've enlisted the help of Erinn a well travelled,
rather crazy Californian to put together a series of posts on female
travel...here's her first instalment...

Before I started traveling I had fears and would stay awake at night thinking
about all the dangers of being a solo female traveller.

The media has conditioned us to be afraid of any place that isn't home but
its's basically trapping you in your own little bubble, but one of these days
you’ll have to burst that bubble and fly!

I'm an adventures person so all my worries disappeared when I boarded my
first flight solo.

But still I kept thinking to myself, will I met people?

Will I die if I drink the local water?

Will I become homesick and lonely?

Of course you’ll have these thoughts but from experience and being on the
road constantly I can honestly say some of your biggest worries about
travelling solo as a female are things you shouldn't worry about and they
certainly shouldn't hold you back from exploring.

So here are some of the most common questions I get asked about being a
female traveller and why they aren't that big of a deal...

10 Solo Female Travel Fears
- And Why You Shouldn't
Worry!



1. Will I Be Safe Traveling Solo?

YES! The world isn’t as scary as you think, actually, its the opposite!

The kindest people I’ve met have been abroad. I’ve never experienced such
kindness from people while in Nicaragua, New Zealand and Australia.

Once, while off roading on a small island in Nicaragua my motorbike died and
I was trapped on an empty road as the sun started to set - thankfully two
young boys came across and drove me back to my hostel.

I tried offering them money but they refused.

Even though I couldn’t speak Spanish and they had no idea what I was
saying, we managed to communicate and got me back to safety. That brings
me to my next topic!

2. What If I Don’t Know The Language?

Let’s be honest, english is commonly known world wide! It's a bit narrow
minded to think like that but lets be honest it helps a lot!

Although many cultures stay true to their native tongue, 90% of all languages
are communicated through body language.

If you have the right gestures and at least try to know a little bit of the
language before entering a country you’ll do just fine. If you're spending a
longer duration in one place try taking some classes to expand your
knowledge.

Knowing the basics will get your far.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/new-zealand
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/australia


3. Should I Talk To Strangers?

Do it. Seriously.

My closest friends were strangers that I happen to met in passing.

While I was in Panama two guys from New York approached me asking
where the baggage claim was. I showed them around and we quickly became
friends, spending the next week together adventuring through Panama City.
We still keep in contact and plan on meeting up again in Asia!

You’ll never know what surprises will happen when you open your mind!

A girl I met in a hostel decided to pack her bags and tag along with me
through Panama, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua. Strangers are your
friends...within reason of course!

4. Is It Easy Meeting People?

This is one of the biggest myths and fears of any solo travel - whether your
male or female!

When staying at hostels everyone is constantly talking to you!

When I arrived in Miami I didn't even put my bag down before this one girl
starting chatting to me. Your bunk mates will be you best friend (or worst
nightmare if they bring someone back to bang; yes that happens).

Hostels have common rooms where everyone mingles. If you're traveling
solo you have a better chance of meeting people than being in a big group
closed off - solo travellers often band together and you can explore new cities
with new people.

Check out this post for more tips on how to meet people when travelling solo.

Just be open to the idea of meeting new people and be proactive about
chatting - a smile and a simple "hey" often go a long way.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/the-truth-about-solo-backpacking
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/meet-people-when-travelling-solo


5. Will I Get Lonely?

Despite meeting lots of people, yes, at times you will get lonely.

Mostly on travel days but once you're back in a hostel environment you’ll
meet someone new. Although it’s always sad to say goodbye to a new friend
its just something you’ll have to do - just make sure to grab each others
contact information and stay in touch.

One of my best friends is a guy I backpacked through Europe with, we met up
again in America and traveled all through Central America and Australia
together.

We're even meeting up again in Asia later this year!

Take chances and make memories!

6. What If I Get Homesick?

Then fly back home!

Just kidding, that should be a last resort!

There’s this awesome new invention called Skype and FaceTime where you
can talk to your loved ones face to face back home!

Whenever I am feeling homesick I write a letter to my parents about all my
adventures - it quickly cheers me back up again telling my stories to them
and waiting for a reply.

It’s like a treat when ever I see them write back and tell me about home. Just
remember that you are doing something than many people would kill to do.

Enjoy the little things and soak up the present.

The worse thing you can do when you're homesick is over think it and close
yourself off. A positive mental attitude and a random adventure can soon
turn everything around.

Look up, look around you...the chances are the sight of a gorgeous sunset, a



beautiful beach or that hot guy in the bunk opposite you will make your
trouble drift away!

7. Eating Alone Scares Me, What Should I Do?

You shouldn't worry about eating alone.

I come from a big city where its acceptable to eat alone, no one judges you
and to be honest I really don’t care what people think of me when I eat alone.

I love being alone.

I get to sit there and enjoy every bit of food without having to talk between
each bite!

I even catch up on my T.V shows on my phone. While I was in New York I
became friends with the waiter (since I was the only person in the
restaurant). He gave me a free drink and even went above and beyond to
make sure my meal was perfect. After his shift was over he showed me
around the city.

Sometimes being alone brings you company you never expected.

8. What If Mother Nature Calls During A Travel Day?

Ladies, ladies, ladies - it’ll happen and it always happens to the best of us!

From experience most countries do not supply tampons, usually only pads.

So when packing make sure to tuck some tampons in every corner of your
bag! Keep an emergency one in your purse, wallet, passport holder, etc, it’ll
come in handy if you're on a 16 hour bus ride.

Also pack some wet wipes, some toilets on the buses and trains run out of TP
and you’ll be thankful for those wipes!

They also come in handy for washing your face to feel fresh and
clean...bonus!



9. What About Dress Codes?

It’s always smart to pack a pair of conservative clothes for churches and
walking around at night. Pack a light scarf or sarong as well so you an toss it
over your shoulders when entering a church.

Cover up at night so you don’t look like you're “asking for it”.

I'd rather be safe than sorry.

I also pack a long light wear skirt that hides my legs in more conservative
countries, along with a white quarter length shirt.

10. Is It Okay To Wander The Streets At Night?

In some countries yes, just be aware of your surroundings and use common
sense.

But always trust your gut.

And it you don’t feel safe walking around ask someone at the hostel to walk
you to your destination.

But I wouldn’t really worry about that because you’ll probably be constantly
surrounded by people you’ve met.

The easy rule is that if you wouldn't do it at home don't do it abroad!

Just be safe, smart, and most importantly HAVE FUN!

You are on a journey discovering the world and all it has to offer, so forget
about the 9-5 job and live in the moment.

Enjoy your time by yourself and discover that it’s alright to just be by yourself
- you’ll become more in tune with yourself and life around you!



Gearing yourself up to go travelling for the first time can be daunting.
Whether you’re backpacking for a year or just for a few months that first
adventure is a whirlwind of emotions and planning.

And yes you are going to mess up a few things - it’s only natural!

I can give you a heads up on a few common mistakes I’ve seen heaps of first
time travellers make so you can hopefully avoid them…and yes I’m guilty of
making a lot of them myself!

Taking Too Much Stuff

Even now I have this problem! Figuring out what to take and what to leave
behind is a nightmare - but what if XXXX happens, how about XXXX?!

It’s stressful simplifying your life into a single backpack!

The old saying goes “lay all out your stuff out on the bed and halve it” ….and
it works!

The worse thing though is if you’re heading through a variety of climates -
sure it might be swelteringly hot in Asia but New Zealand will have snow by
the time we get there.

The best advice on this I can offer is remember you can always buy new stuff
on the road and offload some old stuff.

10 Mistakes Every First
Time Traveller Will Make
(And How To Avoid Them!)



Those Chang beer t-shirts and hippy pants you’ve spent the last 5 months
sweating into can be ditched and you can buy a nice waterproof coat to fill
the gap!

I'm still guilty of trying to over pack now, it's a hard habit to break. You've got
to be ruthless! Trust me you might pack 10 t-shirts but you'll probably only
wear 5.

If you REALLY have to pack heaps of stuff I'm sure you'll soon get tired of
lugging it around and you can always lighten the load by donating clothes to
charity shops en-route.

Not Saving Enough

The other half of the saying after halving your clothes is to double your
money!

Many people underestimate how much travelling can cost - especially when
you’re budgeting in flights and travel insurance too, so do some solid
research. Check out my posts on how much to budget for a month in
Thailand and how much to budget for a month in Australia  for some ideas on
how much costs can vary.

My best advice on this is to budget around £1,000 a month - as it tends to
even out across countries.

The worst thing you can do is leave quickly and suddenly realise you don't
have enough dollar behind you - worrying about money will wreck your trip.

So even if it means delaying your planned departure date it’ll be worth it in
the end!

Not Researching Costs

Along with the budgeting research make sure you have a rough idea of how
much things like taxis, hostels and food should cost you.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/travel-insurance
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/budget-for-a-month-in-thailand
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/budget-for-a-month-in-australia


That way you hit the ground running and wont end up paying £40 for an
airport taxi when you could’ve bartered to £20 or even got the shared shuttle
for £10!

The same goes for hostels too, do you really want to book that £80 hotel
when there’s an epic hostel with heaps going on for £8?!

Planning Too Much

Ok so I’ve told you to do some planning to avoid some mistakes and save
some money - but on the flip side you can over plan!

Dont land somewhere and have the next 3 months of your travels planned
out day by day, where’s the fun in that!

Make sure you have a rough idea of where you’re heading but enough
flexibility to embrace opportunity. Who knows you might bump into an
incredible girl in Byron Bay and find yourself on a flight to San Francisco a
couple of weeks later?! ;)

…Or Too Little!

If you haven't over planned the extreme you might fall into is to land in a
place with NO plans. That’s just as disastrous, especially if you’re only just
starting out on your travels!

I always have a few things in mind for each place - whether is some
restaurants, places to stay or a couple of day trips.

Suddenly landing in a new place with no idea on where to stay or what to do
is the worst way to start any adventure!

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com


Travelling Too Fast

This is a personal pet peeve of mine! I’ve met people who have travelled to 40
countries…sounds good hey?

But then you learn they did that in like 2 months and all I can think is “ well
you cant have really travelled them much if you’ve blasted through them that
quickly"!

This isn’t a race guys, nor is it about collecting passport stamps! The whole
point of travel is to embrace the country, the culture, the food, the
experiences.

3 days in a country doesn’t count, so get over yourself!

My advice is always that it’s better to spend more time exploring less places
than rushing simply for the sake of saying you’ve been there.

….so yeah - take your time and really enjoy everywhere, you’ll avoid
backpacker burnout too…travel slow, travel far!

Underestimating Distances

Maps can be pretty deceiving sometimes and I’ve met a lot of people who
have massively underestimated the distances between places - both actually
distance but also travel time.

Australia is a prime example.

The amount of times I’ve heard “I’ll spend 2 days on the Whitsundays and
then start my dive course in Cairns the next day” or something similar is
insane.

That’s like 2 days of travel time if you bus it!

Before you set plans into stone do some research, ask some people. A
mistake here can really mess up your trip and feel you left totally drained and
stressed out.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/travel-slow-travel-far


Waiting Too Late For Jabs

When it comes to travelling it’s always good to keep some boring stuff in
mind too, especially insurance and vaccines. It might not be the most exciting
stuff to deal with but it'll certainly make life easier.

As soon as you know where you’re going book an appointment with your GP
or travel nurse and let them know where you’re heading.

Some places you might not need anything, some you’ll need a heap of
needles to be stuck in you - it all depends on location and your personal
medical history.

The main thing to keep in mind here is that some vaccines - like rabies - need
a course of jabs across a few weeks.

So basically the earlier you get started, the less stressful it’ll be. Don't leave it
to the last minute!

Worrying About The Small Stuff

Worrying about travelling is totally normal - it’s part of the fear and
excitement that well all love about travel so much.

The unknown is daunting but don’t let it get to you too much else you’ll be
stressing out before you even get on the plane!

This is especially true about solo travel - I get heaps of emails about “ will I
meet people”, “is it safe”, "what if blah blah blah happens”.

Breathe guys!

Check out some of my posts like “The Truth About Being A Solo Backpacker”,
"How To Meet People When Travelling Solo", “10 Myths Of Backpacker
Travel” or Erins “10 Common Fears About Solo Female Travel”, hopefully
they’ll help put your mind to rest about some of the worries you’re having!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/the-truth-about-solo-backpacking
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/meet-people-when-travelling-solo
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/10-myths-of-backpacking-travel
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/solo-female-travel-fears-why-you-shouldnt-worry


Not Finding Out For Yourself

When you're on the road for the first time you'll be chatting to heaps of new
people, hearing about where they've been, where they're going and of
course sharing where you want to go to as well.

But in every hostel travel conversation there's always one person who thinks
they know everything and are now a walking talking Lonely Planet.

They're usually this self righteous people who are trying to find themselves
or after a culturally immersive experience, or try to avoid the tourists.

Think the dude with dreads of the second Inbetweener movie!

In short they're stuck up their own ass and will judge every part of your
itinerary, look down at their nose at your newbie backpacker status and scoff
when you say you want to head to the Full Moon Party on Koh Phangan.

The worst thing you can do is take everyones advice on face value. If you
want to go party the night away on a beach, go do it. If you want to follow the
normal East Coast trail down Australia go nuts.

At the end of the day this is your adventure, your money and your life - so if
you want to do something don't let anyone else's judgement stop you!

I've been back to Indonesia numerous times and I simply find myself surfing
for the most part rather than exploring. Sure I could have found some
incredible experiences and hidden gems whilst I was out there.

But do you know what? I love surfing and if I want to spend a month based in
Kuta taking day trips to surf breaks that's exactly what I'm going to do.

My life. My rules!

Now I'm not saying don't listen, just take everything with a pinch of salt.

Everyone has their own style, agenda, passions - so by all means take their
opinion into account, but don't let others dictate your trip or make you feel
bad about your plans.



The bottom line with all of these common mistakes is be prepared!

Do your research, chat to people and give yourself plenty of time to get
everything in order.

...but the most important thing you need to remember to do is to enjoy every
part of it - the fun and adventure starts at the planning stage!

Any hints and tips you've picked up for first time backpackers? Share the love
in the comments!



When you hit the road for the first time it’s not just yourself that begins a
journey, your family and friends are also a part of that trip.

You have pre travel nerves - and they do too!

So I thought I’d take a slightly different approach to the subject of planning
and long term travel by giving you a new perspective - one that’s very
personal but that will also hopefully help silence the critics and people who
may try to convince you NOT to head out into the world and also for those
who are closest to you and are simply worried about the unknown.

So I’d like to introduce my Mum, aka Mother (she hates that term), aka
Mummy Stevens.

She’s now an empty nester (bar looking after my Dad!) due to the fact both
myself and younger brother are now out exploring the world (he’s currently
on a working holiday visa in Australia with no set end date to his travels...)
and I thought I’d interview her so you can get the parental perspective - both
for yourself but also to show your parents who might have apprehensions
about you hitting the unknown path…

So mother dearest how are you adjusting to having a house without
your two offspring?!

It's much quieter in the house, more food in the fridge and the shopping bill
is smaller! It all seems very strange and has taken some adjusting too -
suddenly after 20+ years of looking after you guys you have moved on!!!

Backpacking Travel From A
Parental Perspective (An
Interview With My Mum!)



Travel wise - how did you view travel growing up?

I was very lucky and started travelling when fairly young - heading to France
and Holland in primary school and then at secondary I took part in a 6 week
exchange programme to Germany living with a host family. Growing up i was
always excited about travelling and holidays.

Lets go back to my first real adventure - when I headed to Ecuador solo
for a university project back when I was 20 - how did you feel, were you
nervous?!

Wow what a hectic few weeks that was - I dont think you gave us time to
think about it ! In typical Chris fashion everything was left to the last minute!
We were always anxious about your trip especially as it was to a far flung
country. we were grateful and ressured by the support you received from
Tasmin (who runs Balsa Surfers) who was familiar with that country and
culture.

Fast forward to 2009 when I was planning and booking my Australia trip
- how were you feeling then at the prospect of me being away for so
long? Did you actually think I’d do it?

I think I knew you were going to go to Oz - you had often discussed travelling
and Australia. But you surprised and impressed us with all your preperation
and research this time. I dont think I let myself think about a whole year away
though.

Heathrow Airport, October 2009 - I’m about to jump on a plane and
you’re crying in the departure hall…run us through your thoughts!

Well thanks for disclosing to your readers! The realisation that you were
actually leaving set in, I excited for you but obviously upset at your leaving
not just for a month but a whole year.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/ecuador
http://www.balsasurfers.com
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/australia


How did everything pan out while I was in Australia - did you miss me,
was it ok, did you worry, did we keep in touch enough?

I have to say that we have been really lucky with both of you in that you are
regularly in contact with us either quick text, email or facetime (although on
your 1st trip away we were using Skype).

It was lovely to hear your news and it was good to know that for the start of
your trip you were with people you had met with prior to your trip.

The call we took early one morning from somebody crying down the phone
caused great concern when we heard you were in hospital! Especially when
you posted photos!

We missed you especially at xmas with all the family, it didnt help that when
we spoke on xmas morning you were having such a miserable time - only you
could have had the 1st wet xmas in how many years!i knew how much you
had been looking forward to having a surf and barbie on beach for xmas day.

I came home to surprise you - did you actually think I’d head home? Was
it weird seeing me back in the UK

Surprise! And boy do you continue to do so - I really believed you were still
travelling and had got my head around that and then lo and behold there you
were at work - and I did expect you back at some time but certainly not then!

BOOM - it’s late 2011 and I’ve quit my job, dumped my girlfriend and
decided to head off long term - how did that all go down in your books?!
Too spontaneous? Worried I left a good job? Running away from
relationships again?!

I knew you would go again - mums intuition - but not sure I was prepared for
how quickly! I have always tried and i like to believe i have manged to take an
objective view to your decisions it is your life and often how you choose to live
it is not how I would choose for you but as your Dad says - we learn by our
mistakes and that is how we grow.



I think again it was the last minute and I do get my self stressed with such
little time to sort things - and you are so laid back about it all until 48 before
you leave and then...!

How does my whole spontaneous changes of plans sit with you? Did it
take some adjusting too?

I think only now after so many spontaneous changes to your plans have we
got used to the fact that you do not do things by half - you just jump in with
both feet!

How do you think travel has changed me?

Travelling has certainly broadened your horizons and made you think outside
of the ususual box. I have been surprised with how you have dealt with your
finances too.

I still do not understand how the blog works but the fact that with your
photography, blog and surfing experience you are able to fianance your
travels has always impressed me - the hard work has certainly paid off. It is
amazing when you talk about all your contacts and friends that they come
from all over the world and I find it fascinating. I also feel very proud that so
many of our friends and work colleagues follow your blog with great interest.

You came to see me in NZ early last year and travelled with me for a
while - did that change your views on what I was doing?

That was a wonderful experience and hiring a campervan was our best
decision - the experience for me gave me a better understanding of your life.
We had such an amazing time staying at camp sites - meeting with travelers
from so many different countries, sharing a barbie and a drink and just the
easy carefree feel to life.

We’ve said goodbye at airports a lot recently - does it get ay easier?

NO!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/monthly-summary


What was your feeling on Josh leaving? Did you encourage him, was your
mind at rest? worried about him and money?!

Again it was not easy however we had the reassurance that you had been
able to support him with valuable advice/support and information for his
travel plans. He was excited about his experience and certainly it was slightly
easier this time and we had also gained valuable information from the 1st
time round which helped us.

Any advice, tips or realisations you’d like to pass on to parents who have
sons and daughters planning their trips?

Encourage them to research their planned trip - the internet provides useful
travel forums, STA Travel provided me with a lot of reassuring help/support
and guidance. INSURANCE is the big one though - make sure you have a good
one...very reassuring for us mums!

Take an active interest in their travels - it certainly made me feel much
happier knowing about the loose plans! Travelling nowadays with so much
technology available certainly means we can keep in contact in one way or
another much easier than when I was younger...just make sure you know
how to work all the technology before they leave !!

Any last words to my readers on what I’m like and stuff from the world
of travel that you’ve learnt from me?!

Freespirit!
Jumps in with both feet !!!
Very un orgainised at home !!!
Always leaves us with lots of jobs to do when he leaves us - enough to keep us
busy for a while !!!

Life is very different today for our sons and daughters - no more jobs for life,
employers now look for new employees who have tried various jobs and have
gained life experiences, all of which travelling provides.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/tips-and-advice
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This life is not for everybody but can provide such a rich rewarding
experience for anybody wanting to try it !!!

I hope that gives you a better insight into the world of my travels but more
importantly helps reassure your family about any plans you may have in the
works!

Do you face any objections/worries about your planned adventures? If so
whack the questions in the comments and I'll put together another post with
the help of my parents to help answer and hopefully reassure them that it's
not going to end horribly!



Travel &
Money

As much as we all wish that travel
was free it isn't - so learning how to
budget and manage your money on

the road is super important. Here
are some of my top tips to help you

out.



How I afford to travel the world is a question I get asked a lot - especially
when people learn I’ve been bouncing around the globe long term….on and
off since 2009 in fact!

The other question I get asked though - especially when people look through
my monthly travel budget posts - is how I afford to travel the world so
cheaply.

Take 2014 for example - I covered 351,961.79km, over 11 countries, took 17
flights and still managed to average £24.51 per day across the year!

2015 was slightly more pricey - £26.14 per day - but that was due to spending
a lot of time within Australia, where your budget and living costs are slightly
hire than the likes of Thailand or The Philippines.

But still that’s crazy cheap for a life on the road - especially if you start
breaking it down to individual costs for accommodation, food and what not.

Take my last trip to Siargao Island  in The Philippines for example - my
accommodation for that entire month was 118.20 and it wasn't a crappy
hostel either - it was a cabana, 1 min walk from the beach and just around the
corner from some amazing surf breaks!

Compare that to how much rent a lot of my buddies in London are paying!

In fact I usually spend less in total on a month of travel than a lot of people I
know at home spend on rent alone!

So how do I afford to travel the world on around £25 a day?

How I Travel The World On
£25 A Day & Tips So You
Can Do It Too!
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Well here are some of the top tips and methods I’ve picked up over the last
few years backpacking and travelling around the world…

Travel Slow, Travel Far

One of the best tips I can give is travel slow.

There are so many travellers out their desperate to tick off as many countries
and experiences in the shortest time possible. Not only does that cut down
your enjoyment of a place and run the risk of backpacker burnout (I love that
phrase!) but cramming heaps of activities into a short amount of time,
coupled with lots of overland travel and flights per month will bump up your
daily average alot.

Spreading the travel out also spreads out a lot of the costs of travel too. So
not only do you get to kick back, relax and enjoy where you’re exploring more
- you’ll also find it costs you less too!

Sounds weird doesn't it?!

In fact I’d go as far to say if you’ve worked out you can afford to travel for X
amount of time that you could significantly extend it for very little extra cash.
Take a trip around South East Asia for example - you want to explore
Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam and The Philippines and you’ve made a huge
bucket list, costed up your flights and overland travel costs.

For this example say you’ve allocated 2 months for it, 2 weeks per country,
and have a budget of £2,00 to cover all those awesome activities like scuba
diving on Koh Tao, exploring Angkor Wat, learning to surf and meeting some
elephants.

Those kind of costs are fixed - whether you spend 2 months doing the trip or
2 weeks.

What you REALLY need to research and pay attention to is the bare minimum
daily costs for a destination - how much it would cost per day to stay in a
place and just chill out.
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I’m talking accommodation, a couple of meals and maybe a beer or two.

Cambodia for instance you can grab a hostel room for as little as £2 a night,
meals for £1-3 and a beer for 50p.

So that’s a living cost of about £8 a day - based on a £2 a night hostel, 2
meals at £2.50 and a couple of beers.

For a month of that you’d be spending around £250.

So basically for an extra £250 your 2 week stay in Cambodia become 6
weeks.

You’ll still be doing all the cool stuff you were going to cram into 2 weeks, but
no the pace of life is a bit more relaxed, you can explore each stop in more
depth and of course that could well include lots of time topping up your tan
on the beach.

Even if you dont fancy staying in the cheapest dorm accommodation a
prolonged stay will also reduce the cost of your accommodation as pretty
much everywhere (even accommodation in places like Australia and New
Zealand) will offer a weekly reduced rate.

If you’re staying even longer barter it down even more.

Accommodation Is Your Biggest Cost

Your biggest expense by far on the road - outside of flights and travel
insurance - is accommodation.

You’ll always need accommodation (unless of course you’re couch surfing or
chilling at a buddies place…in which case happy days!) so getting this cost
under control is pretty vital.

Hostels and guesthouses are of course the cheapest way to go if you’re going
solo. But if you’re travelling as a couple or a small group it can actually work
out the same price (or just slightly more costly) to upgrade to a twin, double
or family room.
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Take Taiwan for example - to my horror I found that many hostels were
around $15USD per person, per night…for a dorm room!

But then I had a search around and me and Erin ended up paying $20
between us for a double, en suite hotel room - including breakfast!

Whilst travelling through Cambodia and Vietnam last year 2 other buddies at
many places we found a family room sleeping 4 was the cheapest (and most
comfortable!) way to go.

So it pays to check out a variety of accommodation options and sites likes
HostelWorld.com and agoda.com are invaluable to quickly assess costs on the
ground, even before you leave for your trip.

And as I previously mentioned staying longer will also cut the cost per night
down too.

If you’re really sitting tight for a long time in a single place renting a room in
a shared house can give you more privacy, comfort and facilities for the same
price as a dorm room, or you could opt to find some work for
accommodation and cut that expense out completely!

Eating & Drinking On The Cheap

The other big cost when travelling is food and drink and here, just like
hostels, its a case of checking around for the best options when it comes to
quality v cost.

Sure you could sit down in Thailand at a posh restaurant and have an epic
meal for £5 - doesn't sound expensive compared to a meal out at home hey?

But when you put that into perspective and realise you can get an equally
awesome meal off a street food vendor or locally owned restaurant for £1-2
and potentially save £6-8 per day you realise how much of a dent in your
budget that decision can be.

Remember that extra 4 weeks in Cambodia for £8 a day….well your meal
choice in Thailand could well have just paid for that!

http://www.hostelworld.com/index.php?affiliate=backpackerbanter.com
http://agoda.com


In Asia you’ll find eating out is the easiest and cheapest route for food - but
places like Australia and New Zealand also present another way to save on
this cost…cooking! Yup, roll up your sleeves and get into the kitchen to save
some money!

Take this a step further and grab a load of friends or people from the hostel
and rustle up a big communal meal - something simple like a curry, pasta
dish or soup - and you’ll easily be able to get by on just a few dollars per
person.

If you’re really strapped for cash you can always go and buy everything
yourself and adjust the cost to cover your own meal…consider it payment for
doing all the cooking! Everyone wins!

And then comes another big expense - alcohol.

The brutal truth is that if you don’t party your costs are WAY lower.

But, if like me, you enjoy a good bit of party chaos from time to time or a
cheeky post surf beer you’ll need to find a way to cut this cost down too.

This is pretty easy though and the same as if you were at home…pre drink! In
Asia you can buy booze super cheap at any 7-11.

In The Philippines I was paying about £1 for a litre of rum. In Australia a box
of goon was the cheapest option - $15AUD for 5 litres compared to $8AUD for
a schooner of beer in a pub.

Get your buzz on before you head out and then limit what you buy ( and more
importantly how much cash you take with you) on the town!

The Little Things Add Up Quickly

With that in mind comes another critical piece of advice for travelling long
term and on the cheap - the little things add up quickly.

Lets put it super simply and say you only manage to save £1 a day. Not hard.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/is-goon-really-all-that-bad


That’s £7 a week - nearly a full days expenses in Cambodia, a small day trip in
Thailand or a solid backpacker feed in Australia.

Or £31 a month - that’s an upgraded private room for the night in Australia, a
surf lesson in Byron Bay or a budget one way flight from Singapore to
Indonesia.

Or £365 a year - that’s a full PADI dive course in Cairns, your bus pass down
the East Coast of Australia, your flight to Fiji from New Zealand or that extra
months minimum spend in Cambodia + your entry to Angkor Wat + transport
between Siem Reap, Sihanoukville, Kampot and Phnom Pehn!

…and that’s only if you’re saving £1 a day!

You only have to make little changes to make a big difference.

With this in mind it’s also important to remember that if you are somewhere
cheap, take advantage of that fact! Don't go out spending twice as much just
because it’s half price!

Yes you could spend your £1,000 a month budget throughout South East Asia
and live like a king in nice hotel, eating out and partying hard.

But why not take the opportunity to save some?

Trust me, you’ll be glad of the extra cash in your pocket, either to extend your
travel time or to increase your funds for more expensive destinations!

Be as budget conscious in the cheap places as you would be in the expensive
ones.

Keeping Track Of Your Travel Budget

But if you want to make these little changes it really helps to keep track of
them.

Not only does that allow you to easily keep on top of things and stick to it, but
it also helps you visualise the difference it’s making - which really helps!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/singapore
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My top tip for keeping track of your travel expenses is the Trail Wallet app
(and no I’m not being paid to say that! ) which allows you to set a daily or trip
budget and allows you to keep track of all your daily spending.

It then gives you a lovely visual picture of where your budget is at - the % of
your monthly spend you’ve done so far, your daily average and how much
budget for the day you have remaining.

It even goes as far as allowing you to quickly see where you money is going -
whether thats accom, tours, transport or booze…and you can even add in
your own categories to keep track of your personal vices - like surfboard hire
or back massages!

It's what I've been using for the last few years to compile all the stats for my
monthly travel summaries.

Yes you have to enter all the expenses manually, but once you get into the
habit of doing it you’ll find it’s easy as and makes a huge difference.

Plus you can enter amounts in a variety of local currencies and it will do the
conversions for you - meaning you know how much you’ve spent or have left
in both currencies.

There is a free version - but if you’re going on a bigger trip spending £2 on
the app is well worth it and it’ll help you save that cost back in no time!

Flights & Buses

If you’re bouncing around the world flights are something that will also leave
a dent in your wallet so making sure you don’t splurge here is important too.

When it comes to larger international flights check out a few options - I tend
to look at a few flight options over on Skyscanner and also STA Travel. If
you're doing an around the world trip and have a set time frame the RTW
tickets are also a great option to look into.

Stephen from A Backpackers Tale has a great post on travel hacks for

http://voyagetravelapps.com/trail-wallet/
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cheaper flights so I suggest you check that out too.

When it comes to areas like South East Asia, Australia or Europe it’s also
worth keeping and eye on the low cost airlines - such as Easyjet, Jetstar, Virgin
Australia, Air Asia and Cebu Pacific as they constantly have special offers on.

Sometimes you might even find that flights work out cheaper than overland
costs and they’re even better value if you’re pushed for time.

Take Byron Bay to Sydney for example. The bus is usually around $100AUD,
but I got an internal flight on special for $40AUD. So not only did I save some
money (not quite $60AUD once you factored in airport transfers) but I did
save heaps of time - the flight was a couple hours compared to the 12 hour
overnight bus!

If I am tackling overland transport though I do try to opt for overnight or
sleeper buses - as not only do they reduce the time wasted on travel, but they
also save on a nights accommodation too! It seems obvious but most people
overlook it!

When booking transport again it’s a case of keeping an eye out for special
offers.

Companies like Oz Experience or Kiwi Experience regularly have sale fares
going on - in fact I’ve seen The Whole Kit and Caboodle Pass from Kiwi
Experience reduced to half price a number of times.

Even if you’re not heading to that destination for a few months keeping an
eye out for offers like this is always handy!

Work And Travel?

Of course as well as saving money on the road there are also heaps of ways
to earn whilst you travel too.

I’ve already posted about the range of jobs I do on the road to fund travels
but it’s also important to point out that this can help reduce your daily
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budget too.

Lets face it when you’re working you don’t tend to be spending as much -
you’re busy working!

But you don't have to work in an office, you could actually do something cool
for a job - like surf coaching (something I do a lot) or being a divemaster.

If you’re keen to use those as options you don't actually need much
experience to get started either and there are plenty of zero to hero surf
instructor courses or open water to dive master scuba dive courses  out there
which can gain you an internationally recognised qualification in just a few
months.

Think of these courses as an investment in your travels - you’ll soon find that
they pay for themselves.

And even if you end up working somewhere that doesn't pay heaps well for
those skills you’ll find they usually come with added bonuses.

When I was surf coaching in Morocco I only got paid £200 per month. But it
came with free accommodation and food, so I basically had no expenses!

So even though from a pay perspective it didn't sound great it meant I got to
save most of that pay, live in Morocco and extend my travel plans for a
further 5 months.

Well worth it!

And again options like work for accommodation are worth looking into  or
making the most of any skills you have.

Good at photography? Trade a discounted or free tour for some pictures.

Good at sales? Trade that discount or trip in exchange for handing out some
promotional material.

You’d be surprised at how many way your can make money - or more
importantly NOT SPEND IT - on the road, whether you have heaps of skills or
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not!

Surfing…And Other Hobbies

I know it sounds a bit weird but surfing really helps cut down my expenses!

When I’m based somewhere with surf that’s what I do - I surf!

Now surfing as a hobby is actually pretty cheap and in places like Indonesia
or The Philippines you can either buy a surfboard or hire one for a
reasonable price. No wetsuit needed!

Once you have the board that’s pretty much all the costs involved for a whole
day of fun!

In Australia last year I spent $900AUD on a board ( to be honest you can get
them a lot cheaper if you want to!) and then during the 6 months I spent
there I surfed whenever I could. I simply walked to the beach and paddled
out. Sometimes just an evening session, sometimes the whole day.

The point I’m trying to get to here is it kept me entertained and busy for very
little money!

And there are heaps of other hobbies that can do the same - painting,
swimming, running, skateboarding…why not do them on the road?

You don’t need to spend everyday doing a new trip or excursion, you can
always just spend it doing what you love doing at home too!

Need to cut the costs for a few days, why not chill out in the hostel communal
room with a movie?

No harm in that if it means you save some cash to do that awesome trip
you’ve been eyeing up but were sure if you could afford!

Balance Your Destinations

Choosing where to travel will inevitably have a huge impact on how much



you end up spending too - it doesn't take much to quickly figure out that a
month in Australia will cost more than a month in Ecuador.

In fact I've made it pretty easy for you and broken down costs in some key
countries in my How Much To Spend For A Month In  series - so have a look
through that and compare some of the places you'll be hitting up.

So if you want to travel for longer, spend a bit more time in areas where the
cost of living is lower - it's not rocket science!

I'm not saying don't check out the more expensive places, they have a lot to
offer too - but this post is about travelling long term and cheaply, so finding
the balance in geographical areas is important.

In 2015 I spent 6 months in Australia, 2 months in New Zealand and the rest
in South East Asia and it still worked out just over £25 for the year...so it can
be done!

Top Tips For Travelling The World For £25 A Day

Ok so I know that's a lot to take in - so here's a quick summary of all the top
tips!

Travel slower and spread out the big costs
...Because extending your trip might not actually add a lot of extra cost
You don't have to do a trip or excursion everyday
Hostels are your new best friend ( but also check out a range of websites to
get awesome deals)
Always look out for awesome deals on flights, tours and trips
The little things quickly add up
Dont splurge because things are cheap
Try a find a way to work whilst you travel
Track ALL your costs, even though it might seem boring and tedious!
If you do drink, pre drinking is the way forward!

Street food in Asia, cooking in more expensive countries
Find a hobby that keeps you busy without being expensive

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/monthly-summary/a-month-in


If you have to take one key point away from this all it's that there isn't one
simple answer to travelling on the cheap - it's a combination of a lot of small
decisions which add up. It's about rearranging your lifestyle and making long
term, cheaper travel the goal, because it is achievable.



As much as I hate to admit it money is a huge factor in travelling and keeping
track of your budget and handling your money well is an important part of
backpacking - whether you’re hitting the road for 1 week, 1 month or 1 year.

So how do I manage my money on the road?

Have A Backup For Your Backup

When it comes to having access to your money whilst on the road it’s super
important to have a few backup options incase your wallet gets lost or stolen.

I personally have 3 cards - a UK debit card, a travel cashcard and a UK credit
card. All are stored in separate parts of my bag so that hopefully they wont all
go missing at once!

My credit card is only used in extreme emergencies ( in fact I’ve only had to
use it once in 4 years) and my cashcard is my everyday card now so I basically
have two backup options.

Give Access To A Trusted Person

Before I left to travel I walked into my UK bank and signed an easy form
which gave my parents permission to deal with my account on my behalf
which is something I’m glad I did.

This basically means if my card gets blocked or anything goes wrong with my
account they can deal with it within the same time zone - which cuts down
expensive long distance calls and juggling time zones.

So if you have a family member or friend you trust enough it’s well worth the
extra paperwork to get them added onto your account.

Top Tips To Managing Your
Budget On The Road

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/monthly-summary


Transferring Money Abroad

If you’re heading to Australia, New Zealand or anywhere on a working
holiday visa it pays to brush up on how to transfer money abroad to avoid
huge fees and give you better access to your funds - especially if you’re
setting up a local bank account.

If you’re really on the ball you can also setup your foreign account before
landing and chuck some cash over at the same time - allowing you to hit the
ground running and avoid the fees on taking out cash abroad…every dollar
counts!

Travel Card, Debit Card or Creditcard?

This is the main issue for anyone heading abroad and is a pretty personal
decision - how do you manage your money on a day to day basis?

For me I chose the cashcard option, as it put me in charge of my dollar and
had options for currencies worldwide. I’m changing it around soon for a UK
account with a no fee international debit card attached so it could also be
worth researching a new bank account before you leave.

For Americans the Charles Schwab account seems like the best option - it’s a
credit card but it also refunds all foreign ATM fees each month, which will
save you heaps! So if you’re from the USA take a look at the accounts they
offer!

https://www.baydonhill.com/resources/money-transfer-guide


One of the most common questions I get asked by readers and friends about
my travels is in regards to money. Despite what people might say or think
you do need money to explore the world and sometimes bouncing through
numerous currencies, continents and countries makes managing that money
a bit more taxing! You only have to take a quick look at my 2014 travel
summary and budget to see the kind of cash and countries you'll be dealing
with!

So I thought I’d divulge how I’m moving my money around on the road and
hopefully it might help make your next adventure a little bit more prepared
and stress free!

Bank Accounts

The basis of all my income and outgoings is hinged against my UK bank
account. It’s not a fancy upgraded travel account, just a run of the mill one
from HSBC. To be honest I pretty much only use it as a holding account to
transfer money from one place to the other!

One tip I will give you before you travel though is to set a
parent/spouse/good friend up as someone who can deal with your account
on your behalf. This means if the bank has any issues or you need to get
something sorted they can do it direct from the UK - which can save you a lot
of hassle and international calling fees!

Credit/Debit Cards

Ok I personally don’t have a credit card. I hate the things and I only deal with
money that I actually have rather than a line of credit.

How Do I Manage My
Money Whilst Backpacking
And Travelling?
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This has always worked for me and to be honest I don't advise travelling
around the world on a credit card - but it’s personal choice after all!

What I will say though is I DO carry a credit card - it’s linked to my parents
account and is only in case of emergencies…I’ve not had to use it!

It did come in handy when I was in Oz though when I needed a credit card
imprint for a campervan hire and they wouldn’t accept a debit one.

The other debit card I have with me is my UK Visa Debit - again it rarely gets
used unless I’m buying things online or in GBP - such as flights.

Rule of thumb here - always have a couple of backups!

If you’re American I also advised checking out the Charles Schwab debit card
that many of my American buddies are using on the road as this actually
refunds all your ATM fees each month and the savings can quickly mount up!

Day To Day Transactions

For my main day to day transactions I actually have the STA Cashcard - I’ve
been using it for nearly 4 years now and it’s serving me very well. You simply
load cash onto it via internet banking and then you can use it free of charge
wherever MasterCard is accepted.

For cash withdrawals at ATMs (the main way you’ll be spending in places like
Asia and South America) there’s a set fee - so it pays to take out larger
amounts than £10 at a time.

When it comes to spending abroad the card automatically coverts it from
whatever currency you’re spending in back to GBP which is super handy.

There’s heaps of inbuilt security measures and tweaks to help manage your
money abroad and it’s also super easy for friends or relatives to chuck some
money your way for xmas/birthdays/in case of emergency!



So far I’ve used it in nearly 20 countries without any blocked cards or issues. I
did have my card cloned at one point (an issue with any credit/debit card)
however the issue was resolved within a day and within 24 hours the balance
of my card was refunded to my bank account in full.

International Payments

As part of my online work I receive payments from numerous countries and
for lack of a better option I’ve taken to using Paypal as my main banking
system for this. Paypal allows you to request money and receive money from
all currencies and people can even pay with their credit or debit cards.

There are some fees involved with this which vary on the amount of cash you
receive but if it’s a simple transaction between friends it’s usually free!

For people freelancing on the road this is a great way to manage you money
and deal with international transactions.

What To Do If It All Hits The Fan?

Ultimately the best rule to have when it comes to money is have a backup for
your backup! The last thing you want to be is stranded in a foreign place with
no access to cash if you wallet/cards/life gets stolen or lost!

As I've mentioned I have a few backups - including an emergency credit card
and UK debit card. However there are a couple of other options you can use
as emergency protocols!

Azimo also allows you to send money worldwide and is a solid backup option,
it's pretty quick and easy to register and there's a few options including
delivering money direct to your door or using cash collection points. There's
even a handy app to make it even simpler to use!

The second is Western Union transfers which allow you to receive money at
select locations throughout the globe too - I'd advise reading up on these
and making sure you know how to get them sorted. Again preparation is the
key as you don't want to be frantically trying to figure it out when you're
already panicking!

https://azimo.com/en/


I also tend to keep about $50-100USD hidden somewhere in my bag as an
extreme backup too as $USD are easily exchanged anywhere in the world and
that amount is enough to cover a cheap bed and meal whilst you sort out the
chaos that is caused when you loos access to your travel fund!

Do you guys use any different forms of payment on the road? Any handy tips
you'd like to share?



You’re stoked for your first adventure away - your travel bucket list is packed
full of amazing experiences, your bedroom is covered in maps and guide
books and your internet browser is full of bookmarked websites and travel
blogs.

You’d been checking out flight costs, you’ve narrowed down the countries
you want to travel and you’ve been saving hard to top up your travel budget.

Basically you’re well on the way to making your travel dreams a reality.

But there are always a few things that people often overlook until the last
minute and unfortunately some of these will eat into your travel funds even
before you’ve left for the airport!

So when you’re planning make sure you keep these in mind and, most
importantly, factor them into your budget!

Travel Insurance
There are bloggers out there who say travel insurance is something you can
get away with avoiding. To be honest I think they’re being ignorant and
reckless with that advice.

Yes travel insurance can be costly (especially if you’re heading out on a
longer adventure) but lets be blunt here - hopefully it IS the biggest waste of
cash on your trip - because that means you’ve come home in one piece!

But you’ll be pretty glad you’ve invested in it if you ever need to make a claim
though. Imagine the cost of breaking your leg in the middle of the Australian
Outback or needing medical treatment in the jungles of Borneo - unless
you’ve got some hefty savings it could totally ruin your entire trip!

4 Overlooked Costs When
Planning Your Trip

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/the-bucket-list
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/10-travel-blogs-to-follow-2016
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/travel-insurance


You’ve only got to take one look at what my face looked like after my surfing
accident to convince you that travel insurance is probably a good idea!

There are hundreds of travel insurance companies to choose from but take
the time to compare WHAT they cover as much as HOW much it costs -
paying £10 for a policy that wont cover your scuba diving course or white
water rafting is no use!

Personally I use World Nomads for my travel insurance  as they cover all the
crazy activities I like to indulge in and you can even start or extend your policy
online, even when you've already left the country. Perfect for those who
forget to get it sorted before they leave or who want to travel for longer
periods of time.

Jabs & Vaccinations
I get a lot of emails regarding jabs and vaccinations - mainly people asking if
they’re worth it.

Again like insurance it’s a case of being safe rather than sorry and the best
quote I can use for this is that “prevention is better than cure”.

It’s down to personal choice is you choose to get heaps of jabs just in case
though and it’s best to consult your local GP or travel nurse to double check
what you might need. Take your itinerary with you too as they’ll need that
info.

Just remember that you need to budget both money AND time for jabs too -
as some will require a course of injections or tablets over a number of weeks
before heading to your destination.

The exact cost of these will vary from person to person and country to
country - but if you’re travelling long term they’re usually a good investment
- especially things like Yellow Fever for South America as some countries may
ask you for a copy of your vaccination records if you’ve been to hot spots
recently.

http://www.epicgapyear.com/dive
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/white-water-rafting-on-the-tully-river
https://www.worldnomads.com/Turnstile/AffiliateLink?partnerCode=backbant&source=&utm_source=backbant&utm_content=link&path=https://www.worldnomads.com/travel-insurance/


Visas
As a traveller the world of visas (pun intended!) can be an absolute
nightmare - especially when it comes to more obscure places where visa
regulations can change quickly.

Depending on your passport some countries offer free visas on arrival, others
are free but you need to apply online before travelling.

Then there are others which need to be applied for before hand AND cost -
it’s those that you need to make sure you’re aware of before you start
bouncing all over the place as you don't want to turn up to a border after an
overnight bus journey and be turned away!

Countries like Vietnam, India and even the USA all fall under this category
(for a UK passport anyway) - a quick check online of the countries you’re
potentially heading to can save you heaps of hassle further down the line!

With visas in mind also remember that some countries can be pretty hot on
needing proof of exit too. My little bro was nearly denied boarding onto his
flight from the UK to Singapore as I had booked our onward flight to
Indonesia and he didn't have a proof of his exit.

Spending Money Abroad
The final major overlooked cost is how you’ll be racking up this cost to begin
with - spending money abroad.

Gone are the days where things like travellers cheques are the normal, there
are now a whole array of travel cards to help handle your money abroad.

For day to day spending cards like the Travelex Supercard ( which has only
just been released to the public after an incredibly over subscribed and
popular launch phase!), the STA Cashcard and a range of bank cards like
select ones from Halifax are available depending on how you want to manage
your money.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/vietnam
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/usa
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/singapore
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/how-to-manage-money-whilst-travelling-backpacking


For myself the STA Cashcard has been my go to for a few years now - it’s
easily managed online, covers all currencies worldwide and has some great
built in security features, however I’m looking forward to swapping over to
the Supercard in the next few weeks to see how that goes.

The big thing to keep in mind is exchange rates, ATM withdrawal fees and
monthly account fees - find the one that best suits your needs.

If you’re heading further abroad for things like a working holiday visa in
Australia or New Zealand online currency transfer companies like Currency
Fair offer much better international transfer rates than most banks - so
they’re worth checking out if you’re moving large chunks of savings to help
set you up for a life abroad. Check out this link to get your first transfer free
too!

They Simple Solution? Be Prepared!
The bottom line with all this overlooked costs is simply preperation!

Spend some time doing some research to find the best solutions for you and
make sure you don't leave it all until the last minute.

There’s nothing worse than a delay in the post meaning you travel card
doesn't turn up in time or finding yourself having to travel to the nearest
consulate or embassy and paying for express visa processing because you
weren't as prepared as you could’ve been!

It might seem like a huge pain whilst you’d rather be busy writing up your
epic bucket list - but trust me, it’ll lead to a much more stress free and
enjoyable trip once you do jump on that plane!

Good luck!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/guide-to-working-travelling-australia
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/new-zealand
https://www.currencyfair.com/?channel=RGCVR1&utm_medium=affiliates&utm_source=BPB#BPB
https://www.currencyfair.com/?channel=RGCVR1&utm_medium=affiliates&utm_source=BPB#BPB


I posted a picture of me with a mop and bucket the other day on the
Facebook Page and it proved pretty popular. I’m wasn't sure if it was because
you guys simply enjoy seeing me doing some hard work for a change, but
I’ve also had heaps of emails regarding the subject to the image - work for
accommodation.

Over the last few years of travel work for accommodation in hostels has
quickly become one of my top tips for saving money whilst you travel and I’ve
clocked up some serious savings around the globe as a result - especially in
places like Australia and New Zealand!

The key to successful long term travel is as much about saving money as you
travel as much as it is finding ways to make money - and work for
accommodation certainly allows you to cut out a huge outlay!

So here’s a quick guide to rolling up your sleeves, getting a free bed and
making your money go further in the process….

How Can I Get A Work For Accom Job?

Landing a work for accommodation job is something a lot of you have been
asking about.

Like any job it’s about doing the ground work! Get a CV all made up and start
handing them out at hostels in the area you’re looking to be based and pop
your head around every few days to ask if theres anything going.

Work For Accommodation -
Save Heaps Of Money
Whilst You Travel!

http://www.facebook.com/backpackerbanter
http://backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/australia
http://backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/new-zealand


Hostels get HEAPS of people asking - especially in spots like Byron Bay - so a
lot of the time it’s about being in the right place at the right time, make your
face know and use a good bit of pester power!

Also find out who else is working for accommodation and get friendly with
them - ask them to let you know when someones leaving and be on hand to
fill the position!

If you know your dates and locations a bit further ahead of time it never
harms to email some hostels too - I’ve landed a couple of gigs that way,
including in Ecuador and New Zealand. Get some personality in the emails
too rather than a bland boring “have you got any work going” - these are
hostels after all, they’re meant to be friendly places!

What Work Will I Be Doing

The actual work you’ll be doing for accommodation and the hours vary from
place to place. Ideally you wont be working for more than 2 hours a day -
some places do try and take the piss a bit though so be wary of that.

I recently worked at a place in New Zealand that expected nearly 3 hours a
day of work in return for a tent pitch and I had to provide the tent. In my
opinion that doesn't really work out as a very good investment since it was
only $20NZD (about £10) for a nights camping!

The jobs themselves vary a lot too - from cleaning rooms and making beds to
waiting tables at the in-house cafe or even surf instructing.

Even without any skills in hospitality you’ll usually have no problem finding a
role to get your foot in the door.

If you have any other skills - like coffee making, photography, social media or
marketing - let them be known as the more you bring to the table the better.

But again make sure they don't take advantage - hostel owners love free
workers and a lot will try and get you to go above and beyond. If you’ve got
specialised skills make it clear they come at an extra cost!

http://backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/ecuador


What Can I Expect In Return?

Work for accommodation is exactly what it says on the tin - you get a free bed
in exchange for your work. In most spots that means a dorm bed, others a
tent pitch - in some I’ve even had a private room…so it can vary a lot!

That being said most of the places I’ve done work for accommodation at have
had some awesome perks with them that make them even better!

Take my hostel work in Byron for example - I did the courtesy bus top picks
ups and as part of this I had to attract new customers too. For every non
booked customer I got $1. Doesn't sound like such hey, but it soon mounts
up and an extra $100 a week is always welcome! I also got the following
included too;

Free meal each night at the in-house cafe
Free weekly bar tab at the in-house bar
Huge drink discounts when that ran out!

So that’s food, booze and meals all included….3 of your biggest expenses on
the road!

You’ll also find that working for a hostel is a great way to network other
discounts too, name dropping that you work at a hostel in town will usually
get you discounts or even free trips with local suppliers. After all new faces in
town will often chat to you and you’ll end up passing on advice on where to
explore and what to do - you’re on the ground promo!

Use the fact you’re surrounded by backpackers and travellers to get heaps of
freebies - especially if you can rustle up groups of them to join you at a
certain restaurant, bar or day trip - you’ll more often than not be able to
wangle you meals/drink/trip for free in exchange for this!

Some people dismiss work for accommodation without realising the added
value it brings to the table so don't under estimate it!



How Long Do I Need To Stay?

Most work for accommodation jobs have a minimum stay of around 2 weeks -
but the longer you’re kicking around the better really.

I worked at one job (yeah you guessed it, Byron Bay!) for nearly 7 months,
which was saving me a minimum of $25 a night, up to $40 on public holidays
- that’s over $5,000 of free rent!

Some hostels do have a cap on how long you can work though, some spots in
Raglan in New Zealand for example had a max work for accommodation stay
of 6 weeks, so make sure you know what the rule are before making plans!

If you’re in Oz or NZ and have a work visa it’s pretty easy to juggle both work
for accommodation and a paid job on the side too. My brother did this for a
few months in Australia when he was running low on cash and he soon saw
his bank balance bounce back!

Where Can I Do This?!

To help get you started here’s some of the places I’ve worked for
accommodation (or know where they offer jobs) - if you guys have any to add
to the list let me know in the comments and I’ll add them in!

Surf Berbere Surf Camps, Morocco
Montanita Spanish School, Ecuador
Aquarius Hostel, Byron Bay
Nomads Hostels (throughout Australia and New Zealand)
Raglan Backpackers
Solscape Eco Resort, Raglan
Kaiori Lodge, Raglan
Algarve Surf School, Portugal
Base Backpackers (throughout Oz and NZ)
Loki Hostels (throughout Peru)

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/byron-bay-backpacker-surf
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/falling-in-love-with-raglan


Bottom line is work for accommodation is a great option if you want to sit
tight in one place for a while, save some money and really get involved in the
travel lifestyle. It’s not for everyone as being in a staff dorm is a rather
interesting experiences (personally I love it!) but if you score it right it can be
an amazing experience and you’ll make heaps of good friends.



Some Bonus
Extras!

Ok so hopefully you're feeling a bit
more prepared now! So here's

some bonus extra tips to help you
out even more!



Packing for any backpacking trip can be a bit of a nightmare - what to bring,
what not to bring...it's a tough set of decisions!

If you're the type of girl that stands in the middle of the closet staring at a
million of items sorted semi neatly whispering quietly under your breath, “I
have nothing to wear…” then you're exactly like me.

I’ll try at least six outfits on before deciding the first one was the suitable and
logical choice.

As you can probably imagine packing for trips was a nightmare, the only time
I packed light was when I backpacked through central America and that was
because I waited till last minute and shoved a few t-shirts and a pair of shorts
in my bag hours before my flight.

I know what you're thinking, ‘Gross! She only wore one pair of shorts!’  Yes,
because I pretty much lived in my bathing suit (which I had more than one
of).

So when the time came to pack for my ‘ who knows how long this trip will last’
adventure in South East Asia, I definitely over packed by a long shot.

You know that old saying, “less is more” well it’s true, the less you pack the
better. Don’t pull an Erin and pack that favorite dress from 2009 that you only
wore once but may look cute in the future scenario, because you’ll never
wear it… trust me.

Female Packing List - What
To Take To South East Asia
(And What NOT To Pack!)

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/mini-guide-backpacking-central-america
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/south-east-asia-travel-guide


Here’s a full breakdown of what I packed versus what I actually wear whilst in
South East Asia, and always remember that you can buy items when you're
abroad… especially at airports.

Clothing

First thing first- Leave the 2009 dress at home!

That was the first thing I got rid of.

So here's a run down of my clothing packing list for South East Asia...

What I Thought I Needed

2 Sweatshirts
2 pairs on jeans
1 pair of jean shorts
6 short dresses
2 t-shirts
5 tank tops
1 long sleeve shirt
2 semi nice shirts
2 yoga pants
3 yoga shorts
2 maxi dresses
1 lightweight rain jacket
1 cardigan
10 x bikini sets (yes 10!)

...What I Actually Wear

1 sweatshirt (for rooms with air con, trains, airplanes)
1 pair of jean shorts
2 short dresses
1 t-shirt
2 tank tops
1 semi nice shirt



1 yoga pants
1 yoga shorts
1 maxi dress
1 lightweight rain jacket (I use this jacket ALL THE TIME, it rains a lot in
Asia)
1 cardigan (bring one that goes with everything, for those semi chilly
nights out)
3 x bikini sets

So as you can see I cut half my bag in half when it came to clothes!

I brought clothes that I don’t have an emotional connect with ( yes, there are
a few clothing items I just can’t get rid of, leave those at home).

Pack clothes that you don't mind loosing/destroying/getting rid of - you can
donate while on the road and throughout Asia you can buy shirts for 2
dollars, it's super cheap there (same goes for central and south america ).

Shoes, Hats and Scarves

I’m obsessed with hats and scarfs so obviously they would have their own
category, and shoes… you need shoes, keep those feet safe and clean (unless
you're my boyfriend that refuses to wear shoes, damn hippy).

What I Thought I Needed

2 beanies
1 snapback
3 scarfs
2 flip flops
1 pair of walking sandals (you know what sandals I’m talking… be a nerd,
buy a pair.)
2 pairs of cute fancy sandals
1 pair of runners



...What I Actually Wear

1 beanie
1 scarf
1 flip flops
And that super nerdy pair of walking/hiking sandals (my most treasured
item in my bag)

Again, the key is to pack light, you wont be wearing half of what you think
you might!

Super Girly Shower Bag

Alright ladies, as much as I love the grungy ‘ I don't care what I look like’
backpacker vibe, there are times when I want to feel good about myself and
smell nice for a change. I use everything in my shower bag so here are my
must need shower items.

Shampoo & Conditioner (don’t bother bringing “travel size” ones because
you’ll end up buying more once you land)
Tweezers, nail clippers, 1 nail polish color ( for my cute toesies- don’t
bother painting your fingers)
Coconut oil and coco butter (great for skin after soaking up hours of UV
rays from sun bathing)
Sunscreen (don’t be dumb- slather it on)
Fruity smelling lotion for when I want to be super girly
Lip gloss, sunscreen lip balm, Berts Bee Aloe Vera Lip Butter (keep those
smackers kiss worthy)
Face Wash, Face Serum, Face Cream (I buy this kit from Benefits, keeps the
face super smooth)
Tea Tree Oil (I swear by this, you can use it for acne, infections, and to
smooth and rehydrate your hair- must have)
Lavender Oil (if you have trouble sleeping, lavender oil with help you ease
into a peaceful sleep in those loud dorm rooms. 100% natural and smells
wonderful- rub it on your forehead and smooth into your hair)
Toothbrush, toothpaste and mouth wash
Travel size hair brush



Quick Drying Travel Towel
Tiger balm (I lather this on like butter- great for bug bites! )

I bought a wash bag to keep everything, it might take up a little more room
in your bag but its easy when you have to shower in hostels - extra bonus if
you invest in the self hanging ones which are perfect for hostel life!

Make Up

Yes, I did in fact bring make-up, but not as much as you think. There are times
when I’m abroad and want to get all dressed up, but keep to the bare-
minerals (see what I did there?!)

If you're going to be in hot & sweaty country’s this is what I recommend:

Powder Foundation & brush
Blush
Eye liner & mascara
Tinted Lip Balm

Keep it light and simple!

First Aid Kit

I’m prone to accidents so I carry a first aid kit, I learned the hard way in
Nicaragua when I was in a motorbike accident had tore a good chunk of skin
off my body.

The Hostel I was in didn’t have any bandages or ointment so I had to wait for
the pharmacy to open… it was awful.

Keep a few first aid things handy in your day pack for when you’re stuck on a
mountain that’s no where near a first aid kit.

Bandages & Band-aids
Anti Bacterial First Aid Ointment
Cleaning pads
Pain Killers (if needed)



Hydro-Peroxide (I carry a small one and use it all the time)
Rehydration sachets
...you can also buy some pre packaged travel first aid kits too

Electronics

iPhone + 2 charging cables
2 pairs of head phones
Macbook Air + charger
iPad + charger (although mine got stolen!)
GoPro Hero 4 Silver + charger
Canon 7D DSLR (technically not mine, I've been using the one Chris has! )
Travel plug adaptor x 2

Everyone is different when it comes to packing electronics, I take most of my
photos on my phone and use the GoPro for action shots.

If you don’t use a laptop a lot bring a tablet to watch movies on or play
games. There will be days where you want to be lazy and watch 3 seasons of
Brooklyn nine-nine, its okay to do so.. no one will judge you!

You Do You

My list may seem like a lot but I have an open end ticket where I don’t know
when I’ll be returning home. If you’re traveling for a few months then it’s
easier to pack lighter. If you're doing a round the world trip just pack things
you know might be difficult to buy abroad.

Stick to same climate countries so you don’t need to pack warm and cool
clothes. South East Asia is actually extremely easy to pack for, some people
even show up with a carry on backpack and buy clothes when they land.

Each to their own, but seriously, don't bring the 2009 dress that you wore
once and might wear again because you know you wont ;)

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/review-gopro-hero-4-camera


Over the last few months I’ve been getting more and more emails regarding
cameras and travel - people asking me what camera kit I have on the road,
what I recommend and what they should invest in to take backpacking with
them.

And it made me realise that I’ve never really chatted much about my
photography equipment - despite having degree in the subject - so I thought
I should really put something together and let you know what cameras I’m
using to capture my adventures on the road.

The Kit List

First off here’s a quick run down off all the camera kit I have access too;

Canon 7D
Canon 40D
Canon 10-20mm
Canon 40mm F2.8
GoPro Hero 4 Silver Edition
Various GoPro extension poles, floating housings, surf mounts and grips
iPhone 7 Plus
DJI Mavic Pro Drone
DJI Osmo Stedicam
Various photo editing apps
Macbook Pro Retina with Adobe Lightroom, and Photoshop CS6
500 GB WD Passport External Hard Drive x 2

Travel and Photography -
What Camera Kit Do I
Backpack With?



So now you not what I can potentially be carrying around here’s the low
down on what I actually use, how I use it and what kind of pictures it creates

Digital SLR

The first thing people always ask is what SLR I have. Well I did carry both the
7D and 40D around for a while (I liked having 2 lens options always loaded
and ready to go) but after a while I shipped the 40D home to cut down on
bulk and weight.

When it comes to my SLR kit I mainly use them for professional stuff like
shooting images for travel companies or if I’m photographing something I
need high resolution shots with or a lot of creative control - like my time at
the Wildlife Alliance in Phnom Pehn or during my dive live aboard on the
Similan Islands.

I view my SLR as my “willy waving camera” - it usually goes above and
beyond what I really need a camera to do and it’s a massive pain in the ass to
lug around. It's for when I really need to look professional and it becomes
more of a status symbol for clients than anything else.

9 times out of 10 I barely touch it these days!

iPhone

Which brings me onto my iPhone - which is by far my camera of choice and
has been since the iPhone 5. These days 99% of the pics you see on my site
are all shot using my iPhone (currently iPhone 6) - the resolution is more than
adequate for use on the web, it’s small, light weight and always in my pocket.

And you know how the saying goes - the best camera is the one you have on
you.

There’s something amazing discrete and just plain convenient about
shooting my travels on my phone - plus I obviously have the option of quickly
and easily sharing my travels instantly on social media within seconds of
shooting it.

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/phnom-tamao-wildlife-rescue-center-cambodia
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/review-similan-dive-live-aboard-khao-lak-scuba-adventures


I’ve also downloaded a handful of great photo editing apps which I use -
including Instagram (for a lot of filters and social sharing), Touch Note
(turns pics into postcards and greetings cards ), Typic+ Pro (for all the text
overlays and graphic design stuff I may want to add), Camera+ (for more
intense editing), PhotoMarkr (for adding watermarks) and of course the
inbuilt Panoramic mode in the native iPhone camera.

I also carry around my Olloclip case and iPhone lens add on - it adds some
great additional features like fish eye and macro to really give the iPhone a
bit more versatility, great for those who are keen to experiment a bit more
with photography and push what their smartphone can produce.

In short my iPhone camera suits my lifestyle, style of shooting and output of
my images - and most of the time it’s more than enough camera for the
average backpacker to be using.

GoPro

My choice of GoPro is one of the most common questions I get too. Currently
I’m travelling with the GoPro Hero 4 Silver Edition (upgraded from my GoPro
3)

I love my extreme sports and the durability of the GoPro and it’s water
resistance made it an easy purchase decision. I’ve taken it scuba diving, free
diving and surfing all over the globe and it’s captured some great memories
most other camera would struggle to deliver.

I have the surf mounts on my board for surfing selfies and also carry and
extension pole, pistol grip and floaty grip to help get some interesting angles
and to keep it safe whilst in the water.

I also bought a £5 egg timer, put a mount on the top and use it to take time-
lapse panoramas - a great little DIY hack which produces some amazing
results!

One of the best sites I’ve found for GoPro kit in the UK is

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/review-gopro-hero-4-camera
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/freedive-gili-t-indonesia
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/my-top-gopro-shots-of-2012
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/travel-photo-surfing-in-byron-bay


www.surfsurfsurf.co.uk which has everything from mounts to camera kits to
carry cases and poles - also a quick look around the internet will throw up
some other great DIY mounts and accessories.

Firstly it came bundled with the remote - which to be honest I haven’t really
used to its full potential yet, but also because I really wanted to capture my
extreme activities in full resolution.

…my brother on the other hand has the White Edition and it does everything
he needs to from an average backpacker perspective. So if you’re short on
case it’ll still deliver the goods - especially with the upgraded Hero 3+ model
now out.

I also have the LCD display for it - but to be honest I now only use that for
diving photos as the iPhone GoPro app lets you remotely control the camera
and delete/review images on the go - although I rarely do that unless I want
to quickly share pictures on the Fanpage or Instagram as I have a 16GB card
to fill!

Macbook Pro Retina

My laptop is my main call for serious photo editing - sometimes my iPhone
apps simply won’t cut it. Adobe Lightroom is a great way to bulk edit a lot of
images and is heaps user friendly, although for the blog I mainly use it to
logo watermark the images (I had some issues with a travel company stealing
some of my images which prompted me to start this!) and I also have
Photoshop too - although Lightroom is my go to software.

Pro vs Air wise to be honest they’re both incredible pieces of kit. I travelled
with the Macbook Air for over 2 years and I’ve only upgraded to the Macbook
Pro simply because A) I wanted the awesome retina display and B) because
my laptop if basically my office and I was finding that although the Air dealt
with it fine I really needed to performance and storage boost whilst on the
road for a long time.

When it comes to backing up my images I usually DropBox key images and
the rest are backed up to my WD Passport Hard Drive - a great slimline
storage solution which easily copes with all my images, music and movies, on
the odd occasion I end up back in the UK I also offload everything onto a 1TB
drive I keep at home.

I also plan on investing in the new Apple iCloud Drive storage when it’s
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launched later this year as an extra backup option.

And there you have it - the kit I use, why I use it and how I use it!

Hopefully that’ll help you make an informed decision when deciding how to
capture all the amazing travel images you envision on the road!



Hostel life if one of the best parts about travelling - the vibe, the people, the
atmosphere...it all becomes such a big part of the adventure and the bed you
choose to stay in can have a huge impact on your impression of a new place.

I've spent pretty much the entire last 5 years living in various hostels across
the globe and experienced the good, the bad and the bed bug ridden along
the way!

I often get asked about hostel recommendations and I've reviewed many
hostels along the journey to help you guys pick a good place to sleep.

But there are some hostels that are a cut above the rest, that I recommend
over and over again.

So here are my personal favourite 20 hostels, scattered across the globe...

Montanita Cabanas - Montanita, Ecuador

I've lived and worked at Montanita Cabanas numerous times over my travels
and I freaking love the place! It's more like a backpacking family than a
hostel and has a great vibe.

Plus there's a pool and it's walking distance to some pumping surf and
awesome latino nightlife that Montanita provides.

It's also the home base for some awesome Learn Spanish programmes so if
you're heading that way check them out.

20 Epic Hostels Worldwide
That You Have To Stay At!

http://www.hostelworld.com/index.php?affiliate=backpackerbanter.com
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Aquarius Hostel - Byron Bay, Australia

Another epic hostel that I've worked at a few times and in one of my
favourite locations on the planet. The lively bar, spacious dorms and
awesome location (a quick walk to town or the beach) mean this ticks all the
boxes for an awesome base in Byron Bay.

In fact it's my favourite hostel in Australia !

Mad Monkey Hostel - Siem Reap, Cambodia

Within minutes of walking into Mad Monkey Siem Reap I knew it was going to
make my top hostels list! Poolside bar, spacious A/C rooms, walking distance
to all the main spots in Siem Reap and an epic rooftop bar with a sand floor
serving up amazing food al make this the perfect spot to stay at when
exploring Angkor Wat.

Lub D Hostel - Bangkok, Thailand

Although the location is away from hubs like Khao San road the friendly staff,
great vibe, clean dorms and choice of Siam Square or Silom as a location
make this the perfect spot to crash when visiting Bangkok in Thailand.

I'd personally recommend the Silom location as it's much larger and
therefore there are heaps more travellers to mingle with.

Casa Oro - San Juan Del Sur, Nicaragua
(recommended by Erin)
If surfing and drinking your face off is something you crave then Casa Oro is
the place for you! A laid back vibe that welcomes everyone, from their
friendly staff to amazing location this is hostel should be your first priority in
Nicaragua.

You can rent boards and hire transfers to catch some waves and book your
spot for the Sunday Funday Pool Party every week at half cost which is well
worth extending your stay for!

http://ozbackpacker.com/byron-bay
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Generator Hostel - Dublin, Ireland

I crashed here when attending the TBEX blogging conference and was stoked
with how friendly the place was! Good sized dorms and reasonable prices
make this a great location for exploring Dublin.

Z Hostel - Manila, The Philippines

I stayed at Z Hostel in The Philippines just a few months after it first opened
and even though it was new there was already an amazing vibe going on.

Situated close to the Manila nightlife and some amazing restaurants it also
boast and awesome rooftop area which plays host to the legendary Sunday
Sessions and live music events throughout the week.

Custom built dorms have all the little extras that set it above most hostels I've
stayed at - from extra headroom on the bunks through to the massive lockers
and vanity mirrors in the female dorms.

This place sets the bar in terms of facilities and layout!

Monkey Island - Koh Rong, Cambodia

A beachside hut just a stones throw from the ocean with a hammock on the
porch and less that $15 per night for a 3 person room? Oh hell yes!

It's quiet enough to soak up the island vibe but with enough backpackers to
give the restaurant and bar the energy for a good time - plus Koh Rong is the
perfect place to kick back and watch the world go by.

Loki Hostel - Mancora, Peru

If you want to party hard and an epic left hand point break then look no
further than Loki in Mancora. It boasts a huge pool, pumping bar and huge
dorms rooms but the real draw for me is the surf break less than 20m in front
of the hostel - a reeling left hander perfect for longboarders that goes on
forever!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/review-z-hostel-manila
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Even if you don't surf though it's got an epic vibe and is a great spot to break
up an overland crossing to/from Ecuador.

Loft Hostel - Rekyjavik, Iceland

Situated right in the centre of Reykjavik Loft was my base when exploring
Iceland and I was stoked to have stayed there. The rooftop bar offers great
views across the city and is also a favourite with the locals too you can mingle
with some Icelanders which is always fun. The dorms offer plenty of space,
personal power sockets and split bathroom and toilet for a comfortable stay.

Yamba YHA - Yamba, Australia

Not only is Yamba YHA a clean and comfortable place to crash but it's run by
some of the best hostel owners I've had the pleasure of meeting and they'll
make you feel like family from the word go so take the time to chat to Shane
and the crew! Get involved in Shanes famous tour to explore some more of
the beauty of Yamba and for the surfers (both experienced and beginner)
there are plenty of beaches to choose from.

Raglan Backpackers - Raglan, New Zealand

Hot tubs and even sauna make this the perfect place to relax after a hard day
of surfing! Situated in the small but awesome town of Raglan  it's right on the
water if you wanted to hire a SUP or kayak and explore the river.

It's a short drive to the famous surf breaks of Raglan too - whether you're
learning on the beach or tackling the world famous left of Manu Bay.

Another small but family feel hostel that will make you extend your stay more
than once!

Algarve Surf School - Sagres & Lagos, Portugal

This was my home base for my surf coaching season in Portugal in 2014 and
I've kind of cheated because I think both the Sagres and Lagos base are
equally epic! Lagos is clean, modern, has a pool and is walking distance to
some awesome Portuguese nightlife whereas Sagres is a very homely surf
camp with chilled vibes - so pick which suits your frame of mind!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/hostel-review-loft-iceland
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Sydney Harbour YHA - Sydney, Australia

There are plenty of hostels to choose from in Sydney but the Sydney Harbour
YHA wins as my favourite simply because of the views! Million dollar views
from the rooftop social area (complete with BBQ!) across the harbour and of
course Sydney Opera House are worth the stay alone!

And of course those views also mean you're close to the main bucket list ticks
of the city too.

Hatters - Liverpool, UK (recommended by Erin)
An old fashion castle turned hostel in central Liverpool near shopping, pubs
and the Beetles museum - perfect for a bit of UK exploring! The common
room is large with pool tables and drinking games for you to mingle with
others, as well as a backyard with full BBQ equipment to get the party going.

Cozy dorms and sound proof walls will help you sleep peacefully at night or
skip the night rest and join the pub crawl downstairs!

Stoked Backpackers - Cape Town, South Africa

I stayed at Stoked here before heading off on a surf trip in South Africa and
loved it. In fact I loved Muizenberg all round really!

Stoked was walking distance to the fun beach breaks and there are heaps of
activities in the area to keep you busy if you don't surf - including paragliding
and scuba diving with seals!

Hostel wise though an epic balcony with BBQ overlooking the beach, cafe
filled with tasty treats, friendly staff and tour booking service make Stoked
the perfect place to enjoy this area of Cape Town.

In fact I loved it there so much I teamed up with the owners to create some
Cape Town Arrivals Packages for Epic Gap Year using Stoked as the base!

Pagonia - San Jose, Costa Rica (recommended by
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Erin)
This hostel is in prime location - a quick walk to the three major bus stations
as well as the city centre where you can shop, eat, and drink! Or just have a
laid back night in the air con rooms with either a late night pool party or an
early morning swim!

Great wifi for all those bloggers and tech savvy travellers out there and
friendly staff that welcome you with open arms.

Equity Point - Marrakech, Morocco

Marrakech is a pretty hectic city but Equity point offers an oasis amongst the
madness! It's situated close to the main souk so you can enjoy the markets
and a glass of mint tea before retreating to the calm of the pool. The friendly
staff can help organise tours and onwards travel too which is always good if
you're trying to avoid getting ripped off!

Dalat Family Hostel - Dalat, Vietnam

When you're welcomed into a new hostel with a huge hug and immediately
lead into a huge family dinner and told to eat before you check in you know
you're in a good place!

Although the Dalat Family Hostel isn't going to be everyones cup of tea with
the communal 8 bed dorms (seriously it's like sharing a long bed with 4
strangers!) it makes it onto the list for atmosphere and staff alone! I really did
feel like part of a weird backpacker family here and spent my stay joking
around with the staff, being hugged good morning and enjoying huge
communal meals with all the other travellers staying there.

It really encompass what travelling is about.

Barefoot Manta & Kuata - The Yasawa Islands, Fiji

Ok s I've cheated slightly and grouped these two hostels together despite
them being on separate islands! But that's because I simply couldn't pick
between the two!

Spend your day snorkelling with the local reef sharks on Barefoot Kuata  or

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/hostel-review-equity-point-marrakech
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swimming alongside manta rays on Barefoot Manta  and laze under a palm
tree overlooking the crystal clear ocean - island paradise with a backpacker
price tag!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/snorkelling-manta-rays-fiji


Travelling in South East Asia is freaking amazing - the sights, the sounds, the
smells (ok so maybe not all of the smells!) …it’s a huge bombardment for the
senses in the best possible way!

Over the last few years I’ve spent a considerable amount of time exploring
this part of the world and everytime I return I wonder why I’ve spent so long
away from it!

With so many amazing countries to explore and an abundance of experiences
to get involved in there’s no wonder why this part of the world is a favourite
for backpackers - the low living costs, amazing cultures and sheer variety
mean no matter what your budget, style and interests there’s something for
everyone in this South East Asia.

It’s also an area that you guys seem super keen to find out more about too,
posts like “How Much To Budget For A Month In Thailand ” and my “Thailand
Mini Guide” are some of my most read blogs - in fact the budget post has
been viewed over 120,000 times!

How crazy is that?!

Since I’m putting together my next set of South East Asia travel plans I
thought I’d share a quick run down of all the countries I’ve explored to help
you guys decide which to fit into your own travel plans and a quick overview
of what to expect.

There's obviously some countries missing (like Burma, Japan, China etc....) but
hopefully it’ll get you even more stoked for backpacking South East Asia!

Where Should You Travel In
South East Asia? My
Backpacking Mini Guide

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/budget-for-a-month-in-thailand
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/my-thailand-mini-guide


Thailand

The land of a thousand smiles is one of the most popular countries to travel
in South East Asia, Bangkok is a huge international hub making it an easy and
cheap place to fly into and the position of Thailand means it’s a great
bouncing point to head off into other countries afterwards.

The common overland trail of Bangkok down to Singapore is an easy route to
tackle and there’s plenty to see and do in this beautiful country too.

Whether you fancy learning to scuba dive in Koh Tao, island hopping over on
Koh Phi Phi, tackling the infamous Khao San Road in Bangkok or chilling up in
the jungle in hippie spots like Pai there’s plenty of adventure to be had and
it's a spot I've been drawn back to time and time again.

With a solid tourism infrastructure Thailand is the perfect country to
introduce you to travelling in Asia too whilst still retaining heaps of culture,
food and backpacker goodness, so there's no wonder it's heaps popular!

Pros: Cheap living costs, plenty of activities, easy to travel, great backpacker
community, amazing food, huge variety of places to explore, cheap
international airport, great starting point

Cons: can be a bit too touristy in places, maybe not off the beaten path
enough for some people

Laos

I’ll admit now that Laos is probably my least favourite country in South East
Asia.

There, I said it!

I really should head back and give it another chance though as it’s also the
country I’ve spent the least amount of time in!

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/category/destinations/thailand
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Having overlanded from Thailand I did massively enjoy Luang Prabang
though and the waterfalls outside the town are some of the most incredible
I’ve swum in around the globe!

The debauchery of Vang Vieng kind of tainted Laos for me - however this has
now been shaken up and apparently it’s now and incredible spot for
adventure tourism apparently, all the more reason to go re evaluate it!

The biggest let down for me though was the food. Considering the amazing
culinary countries it’s surrounded by I thought Laos was a bit rubbish when it
came to eating, which never puts me in a good mood...and that's even before
I went veggie.

Still if you want to tackle the 2 day slow boat over from Chang Mai and
explore there’s plenty on offer including spots like Luang Prabang, Vietianne,
Vang Vieng and the 1000 Islands.

It also fits in super nicely if you’re looping down into Cambodia too so it slots
into most SEAsia travel itineraries pretty fluidly.

Explore waterfalls, delve into the history of the most bombed country in the
world or try and spot the illusive pink river dolphins there’s a great variety of
stops and experiences.

Pros: fits well into the South East Asia loop, cheap living costs, variety of
things to do

Cons: I didn’t like the food, the 2 day slow boat from Chang Mai isn’t for
everyone, some big distances between spots

Cambodia

Cambodia is easily one of my favourite places in South East Asia - I love it
there!

Not only is it INSANELY cheap (less than 30p for a beer in the pub! ) it’s super
easy to get around and there’s a great cross section of things to explore.

Go all Tomb Raider and check out the epic temples of Angkor Wat, explore
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the darker history of Cambodia at S21 and the Killing Fields, meet some
elephants at the Wildlife Alliance, party on Pub Street, relax on the amazing
island of Koh Rong in the south of the country or even shoot and AK47!

For me it’s the perfect companion to Thailand when it comes to a shorter
stint of 4-6 weeks in Asia.

The best thing about Cambodia though is the people, I felt so welcomed by all
the locals I met and they were genuinely friendly and smiley despite the
recent and dark events they’ve been through. It’s a testament to the spirit of
this amazing country.

Pros: super cheap, relatively easy to get around, great variety of history
culture and beaches, a bit easier to get off the beaten track than the like of
Thailand

Cons: avoid the border crossing scams, not cheap to fly directly into
internationally

Vietnam

Vietnam is the most recent spot in South East Asia that I've explored and I
have one take away from it - why didn't I travel there sooner?!

I spent 3 weeks travelling up the coast from Ho Chi Min City to Hanoi after
heading overland there from Cambodia and to be honest 3 weeks just wasn't
enough!

From the moped chaos of Ho Chi Min to the beautiful lanterns of Hoi An. The
crisp mountain air of Dalat and the stunning sand dunes of Mui Ne - Vietnam
has so much to see and do.

And the coffee?! Oh the coffee! It's totally ruined coffee for me but it was well
worth it for 3 weeks filled with ice coffee, brewed coffee and egg coffee...so if
you head that way make the most of it.

As with most spots in Asia is was super easy to organise transport throughout
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(I used overland buses, internal flights and mini buses ) and there was plenty
of accommodation for all levels of budget and style.

Check out my Vietnam Mini Guide for more info on where I headed and what
I got up to!

Malaysia

I didn’t spend crazy amounts of time in Malaysia as I made my way overland
to Bangkok from Singapore but it was certainly a country I enjoyed, despite
only scratching the surface.

The capital - Kuala Lumpur - is the hub of Air Asia so it’s a really easy and
cheap country to fly into and use as a connecting point to the rest of South
East Asia and beyond…including some super cheap flight details to the likes
of Australia, Japan and Indonesia!

When it comes to other things to do the area of Penang is world famous for
it’s food (seems I like my South East Asia cuisine hey?! ) and is well worth a
stop off, as is Kuala Lumpur for some amazing shots of the Petronas Towers.

But for me the highlight of Malaysia was my stay on the Perhentian Islands
on the East Coast - they were stunning!

As part of the main overland routing through Asia it’s dead easy to get
around although the distances do involve some fairly hectic night buses,
sometimes it’s actually easier and cheap to double back to Kuala Lumpur and
fly to the next destination!haha!

Pros: great island hopping, amazing destination for foodies, hub for budget
airline Air Asia

Cons: not the best spot if you don't like cities, some overland routings are a
bit hectic and long

Singapore
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Since I don’t like cities Singapore has always served as a stopover between
international flight paths and I’ve never stayed more than a few days in the
city.

Still as far as cities go Singapore is one of the cleanest and most efficient
places I’ve ever stayed!

Make sure you head down to the Marina Bay Sands and surrounding parks in
the afternoon to take some awesome shots and watch the city skyline light
up at night.

I can highly recommend staying at Matchbox Concept Hostel in China Town if
you fancy sampling a few nights in a pod hostel amongst one of the more
eclectic areas of the city.

My highlight here was the Singapore Night Safari which is a pretty unique
and unusual, although I’m not really a zoo person anymore - slightly spoiled
by my safari in South Africa!

Still if you’re in Singapore it’s one of the top rated things to do!

And of course you can head to Raffles and sample the original Singapore
Sling…a bit of a budget buster though as Singapore comes with a much
heftier price tag than the rest of South East Asia, so be warned!

Pros: great for connecting international flights, super clean city

Cons: not crazy amounts of things to do, high price tag, it’s a city!

The Philippines

For me The Philippines ticks all the boxes for an epic travel destination.

There's incredible scuba diving, loads of wildlife, island hopping and of
course surf spots too!

In fact I'm annoyed that I didn't head there sooner - but better late than
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never hey!?

I've spent time in Manila, Siargao, Bohol, Palawan, El Nido and Coron now
and I've had an absolute blast! There's so many things to see and do - from
swimming with whale sharks to surfing in Siargao and with over 7,000 islands
to explore there's plenty of scope to get off the tourist trail and have a solid
adventure.

For me the highlight of The Philippines are the people themselves - much like
Cambodia they're incredibly friendly - but Filipinos also speak really good
English which just makes everything heaps easier and is a huge plus to
travelling around there!

In fact there's very little not to like about the Philippines and the only real
negative is the fact that because it's a huge network of islands you need to
plan a bit more and that usually involves splashing out on internal flights.

Still that's a small price to pay to explore some of the most beautiful places
I've ever visited and it comes highly recommended!

Pros: cheap cost, heaps of island to explore, something for everyone, great
surf, less touristy than much of SEAsia, extremely friendly locals, everyone
speaks English!

Cons: internal flight costs, need to plan route in advance

Indonesia & Bali

Despite all the amazing places to explore, surf is the main attraction in
Indonesia...for me at least!

If you've ever wanted to learn or already love the waves then Indo and Bali
are packed for of epic surf spots - from the world famous Uluwatu to Red
Island in Java, Medewi and many more in between. If this is the reason you're
heading that way jump on a Bali surf charter to make the most of it!

Kuta is actually the base I use in Bali  due to the fact it's heaps cheap and
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walking distance from the beach but if you're really looking to experience
some more of what it has to offer spots like the Gili Islands and Ubud are
always a good shout.

Explore monkey terraces, temples, learn to freedive or scuba dive alongside
turtles and the famous Liberty Shipwreck or head further West and visit
Komodo, there's a lot of options for travelling in Indonesia!

Big spots like Bali are tourist meccas and won't be favoured by a lot of
travellers but there's so much opportunity to stray from the beaten path.
Again cheap living, awesome culture and amazing food all make Indonesia a
firm favourite in my book and I'm always heading back for more!

Pros: cheap cost, lots of variety, pumping surf, amazing culture, lots of
opportunity to get well off the beaten track

Cons: Bali is very touristy, crowded lineups, transport can be tricky outside of
main tourist hubs

Taiwan

I only spent a few weeks in Taiwan quite recently and from what I
experienced it's a bit of a mixed bag. On one hand there is heaps of culture
and amazing food to discover - but the West coast is pretty much one huge
city...which are never my cup of tea!

The East coast on the other hand is full of natural beauty and surprisingly
good surf too! The first part of my trip was with Island Rhythm Surf Tours
and we scored some awesome waves and it was a great intro to the country,
especially considering the language barrier out there.

The main downside for me thought was the cost, as Taiwan is more expensive
than a lot of other South East Asia countries, not so much for food - but
accommodation was around $15USD for a dorm bed!

Even though cities aren't something I'm a huge fan of Taipei offered up some
interesting experiences - including toilet themed restaurants, awesome views
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overlooking the Taipei 101 building and even love motels!

It wouldn't be my first suggestion, but for anyone looking for something
different Taiwan is somewhere to consider.

Pros: big culture shock, lots of amazing food, well of the main South East Asia
backpacker route

Cons: language barrier can be an issue, more costly than a lot of other Asian
destinations, West Coast is one large city, can be difficult as a vegetarian!



I’ve been getting a lot of email from readers lately asking about travelling the
East Coast of Australia, an area of the world I’m pretty clued up on having
spent heaps of time there over the last few years.

I’ve already chatted about how long you should take to travel the East Coast
and how much you should budget for Australia so since it’s a topic a lot of
you guys want more info on I thought I’d put together a stand alone blog
post for you all showcasing some of the ways you can travel around on this
awesome part of Oz.

So if you’re looking at heading that way - on a working holiday visa or just
some time backpacking - there’s a heap of options for you to choose from…

Oz Experience

One of the most famous ways of getting up the East Coast trail is the Oz
Experience. Admittedly it has a bit of a reputation for being a bit of a mental
boozey, party bus - however this has changed recently. Basically the
Greyhound Bus company bought them out, so the Oz Experience is much
more chilled now and the bus passes actually use the Greyhound buses - so
it’s a totally different experience these days!

The Oz Experience travel passes come in a variety of routes ( including
Melbourne - Cairns and Sydney - Cairns which are the most popular) and you
can even bundle in some of the main tours (like the Whitsundays and Fraser
Island) to make things easier and save yourself some dollar too.

What’s The Best Way To
Travel The East Coast Of
Australia?

http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/east-coast-australia-mini-guide
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/east-coast-of-australia-how-long
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/budget-for-a-month-in-australia
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tour-category/travel-passes-australia/


It’s a hop on, hop off style throughout, so you dictate where you go and how
long for, which is perfect for those who want to wing it, or those who want to
simply structure it all before they leave!

Passes are usually valid for 3 months but you can pay to extend this to 6 if
you’re staying longer.

Greyhound

Essentially the Greyhound is now the same as the Oz Experience ( or the other
way around depending who you look at it!) however the Greyhound bus
passes come in a couple of different formats.

The first is the destination passes, like Oz experience this is a one way route
from point to point - however the Greyhound ones have much more variety
depending on how you travel around and again are valid for 3 or 6 months.

The other option is the KM pass, where you buy an amount of KMs and are
free to use them how you please.This comes with 2 massive advantages.

Firstly the pass is valid for 12 months, so if you’re on a working holiday visa or
longer stay it’s perfect.

Secondly you’re only limited with distance, not route - so if you decide to fly
from Brisbane to Melbourne and then travel back to Sydney you can simply
use the same pass, this is great for those who are bouncing around a lot of
flying between spots to find work.

If you’re running low on KMs you can top it up and if you have a few too
many you can also exchange it for day trips and tours.

The Greyhound Sydney to Cairns Pass will set you back $435AUD (approx
£270) or $535AUD (approx £335) for a Melbourne to Cairns Pass.

This would be my personal choice if I was doing the East Coast again as it’s
cheap, flexible and takes in all the major stops. If you're looking for a full list
of where the Greyhound stops check out this post

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/greyhound-pass-sydney-cairns-2/
http://www.epicgapyear.com/portfolio_page/greyhound-bus-passes-australia/
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http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/greyhound-pass-melbourne-cairns/
http://www.backpackerbanter.com/blog/greyhound-bus-route-map-australia


Loka Travel Passes

The new kid on the block so to speak is Loka. The brainchild of the guy who
launched Oz Experience, Kiwi Experience and Stray it’s a hybrid and mid
ground between the hop on, hop off bus passes and a full blown tour.

Basically it’s guided throughout, but you can hop off at any destination and
extend your stay. This means it attracts a broad range of travellers - those
who like to wing it and those who want some more structure, meaning
there’s always a great group vibe and dynamic whichever pass you choose.

The Loka travel passes also mix it up a bit in terms of transport too - buses up
to Noosa and then trains from there to Cairns. This cuts down travel time and
also makes the journey heaps more comfortable too!

Loka also takes in some more off the beaten track destinations too - including
wine valleys and cattle farms. This means you’ll get to meet heaps of locals
and see a different side to Oz.

The only downside is that the passes are only valid for 3 months - so if you’re
staying for longer you might need to split the passes up, however it’s sweet
as if you’re on a smaller time scale!

A Tour

If you’re travelling solo, are nervous or have a strict budget or time frame
then a straight up tour through Australia might be a solid shout.

There’s heaps of different options on the market - including G Adventures
and Topdeck.

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/loka-travel-mick-pass/
http://www.rtwbackpackers.com/tours/loka-travel-mick-pass/
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These usually work out more pricey than the bus pass options and are fixed
times and dates - so it’s not for everyone. The fixed price and massive
amount of inclusions do however have their advantage if you’re working
within fixed time frames and money.

Personally I'm not a huge fan of the whole organised tour thing, especially
since the East Coast of Oz is so much fun and easy to travel off your own
back. Each to their own though and if it's something you don't feel
comfortable doing solo or you really want to kick back and have all the key
things organised for you this would be the option for you.

Campervan/Car Hire

If you want a bit more flexibility in your routing and really enjoy a road trip
experience hiring a car or campervan could be worth a look

The main advantage of this is the fact you can obviously stop off wherever
and you’re in control of your itinerary. Unlike buying a van it also means your
hire is a fix cost (except fuel of course) and you don't need to worry about
selling it at the end.

If you add in breakdown and pay the extra for a full comprehensive insurance
it also means there’s little in the way of worries about mechanics and what
not too.

It can work out costly if it’s just a couple of people or over a long time period
though and you do need to have set start/finish dates and places., but for
shorter trips and groups it’s a great alternative way to travel.

I campervanned Perth - Darwin on the West Coast of Australia and it was
heaps of fun, just don't underestimate the travelling distances and times!

Check out companies like Jucy, Britz and Travellers Auto Barn - all of which
have different models and prices so it’s worth shopping around a bit!



Buy A Campervan/Car

If you’re looking to be in complete control of your trip buying a campervan or
car is the best option by far, in fact this is what I did on my working visa in
Australia!

I bought a van, chucked a bed in the back, built a mini kitchen/BBQ thing and
loaded my surfboard on the roof - easily the best travelling decision I’ve ever
made!

HOWEVER this option does come with a rather hefty price tag and there are
some serious pitfalls you need to avoid!

Do some homework before buying and it might even be worth paying a
mechanic to check it over, the last thing you want is the engine to blow up
100km down the road after buying it…which actually happened to my buddy!

I lucked out with my van, the only extra cost was a replacement battery
(because I left the lights on!) and sold it at the end of my trip with only a
minimal loss. If I’d sold it in either Sydney or Cairns I would have easily made
all of my money back!

Apart from dictating your own timescales and routes this option all means
you can save some serious money on accommodation too. There are heaps
of spots around Oz where you can camp for free, although in key areas (like
Sydney, Byron Bay and Melbourne) you may well have to pay for a camping
spot, so keep that in mind.

If you’re sensible thought and buy a non graffiti covered car or van you can
sneakily stay in residential areas to save some money….I spent 3 weeks in
Melbourne on a residential street and 2 weeks at Bondi Beach (amongst
others!), just be quiet, considerate and don't push your luck too much as
they can hand out some hefty fines!

As you can see no matter what your style of travel, budget or time frame
there’s a good selection of ways to travel the East Coast of Australia - so
check them all out and figure out which suits you best.



What I can say though is no matter which way you opt to travel around the
East Coast is always full of treats and I’m sure you’ll be back for more…I’m
always looking for a way to pencil it into my travel plans again!

// <!--[CDATA[ (function(d, sc, u) var s = d.createElement(sc), p =
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Need Help
Planning Your

Next
Adventure?

Check out my other site - RTW
Backpackers - which is filled with

epic travel experiences in Australia,
New Zealand, Fiji and South East
Asia. From travel passes and day
trips to package deals and tours

START PLANNING YOUR TRIP!

http://www.rtwbackpackers.com
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